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The top achievers. The peak performers. The super happy. The 
ultra-successful. How do they do it? Are they just lucky? Or do 
they have an inside track and special connections?  

Sure—a few people get lucky breaks, and others have the right 
connections.  

However, the vast majority of highly successful people are those 
who have learned how to up their attitude and make it work for 
them. And, as a result, they get the biggest and best payoffs on 
and off the job. 

Indeed, the research shows you’re several times more likely to 
succeed, and succeed big, if you are emotionally intelligent…
equipped with soft skills and empowering attitudes. And that 
is precisely what you will learn and master in this life-changing 
program.

With the 6 Secrets revealed in this program, you will breeze 
through your biggest challenges with confidence and ease. You 
will deliver on your personal and organizational goals, on time, 
with competence, and without excuse. You will put meaningful 
purpose into your work, contagious enthusiasm into your life, and 
constructive get-ahead risk into your decisions.  

But please be warned. This is not a sit-back-and-listen type of 
lecture. This is a highly interactive program with a strong emphasis 
on practical skills that really work. So you’ll actually use the skills 
during the program to ensure your use of the skills after the 
program…on the job as well as at home.

 OBJECTIVES
• Work with a purpose focused on what matters most

• Build your self-esteem and fortify your self-confidence

• Strive for excellence and attain peak-performance results

• Create an undefeatable attitude that propels you to success

• Leave your comfort zone and take constructive risks that pay off

• Reduce stress, avoid burnout and build a healthy work-life balance

• Stop negative talk, people and circumstances from bringing you down

• Apply Olympic-winning techniques for setting and achieving your goals

SAMPLE PROGRAM OUTLINE
(Can be customized to fit client’s objectives.)

“You change your life when you change your mind.” 
Dr. AlAn ZimmermAn

THE 1ST SECRET: CONFIDENCE 
• The connection between high confidence and high success

• 7 invincible confidence strategies so you handle challenges with ease

• Tools that eliminate self-doubt in tough situations or with difficult people

THE 2ND SECRET: PURPOSE 
• How the power of purpose drives peak performance

• 3 questions that reveal your purpose and focus your energies

• Strategies that ensure your behavior is purpose-filled and values-driven

THE 3RD SECRET: GOALS
• Barrier-busting affirmations to achieve your goals…almost effortlessly

• An insurance policy so you don’t give up on your goals halfway through

• Process for defining and writing out goals you really, really, really want

THE 4TH SECRET: ATTITUDE
• The empowerment move: to be an actor instead of a reactor

• 8 skills to fire up your attitude and keep it burning … positively

• 7-day mental diet: the diet that transforms you from the neck up

• Energy, enthusiasm, and excitement: how each one feeds the other

• 4 strategies to deflect the negativity of others and safeguard your passion

THE 5TH SECRET: RISK
• Danger in the comfort zone: what you lose if you play it too safe

• Dreamer, Struggler, Good-Enougher, or Producer: who are you?

• The “to-get-more-of-anything-you-want” principle: why risk is critical

• Smart risks that pay off and dumb risks that don’t: the 4 differentiators

THE 6TH SECRET: BALANCE
• Time wasters: how to identify yours and eliminate them

• 24 quick, simple, easy strategies to make sure you never burn out

• Your stress profile: where you are and what you need to do about it

• Nonproductive responses when your work and life are out of balance

UP YOUR ATTITUDE: 
6 SECRETS THAT TURN POTENTIAL INTO PERFORMANCE




